The Comparison of Lives of the archaic female rulers
This essay is respective exposition concentrated on the comparison of lives of the archaic
female rulers. The task will be founded on the examination yet will mirror the viewpoint and
explanation of the point of view. This essay correlate Pharaoh Cleopatra and Tang Empress Wu
Zetian, remarking on the comparison in their lives. By looking at their sort of parallel lives, the
process for which they rose to power, the demeanor in which they ruled, and their inventiveness
and attainment made within their culture. And lastly, this essay perceives how these two archaic
female rulers’ powerful leadership molded the modern world of business and modern politics.
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The Queen Cleopatra VII, the final ruling includes the Egyptian Pharaoh, and Wu Zetian, the
Tang Empress of China both women came from archaic eras were their culturally
incommensurable lifestyles set them aside from others. Their existence and power were based
on strategy that achieve and advanced their ruling of an empire. These popular, powerful
female rulers were rare but shared parallel lives. Cleopatra’s Ptolemaic bloodline allowed her to
move up to power, although Empress Wu’s rise to power approach by deception and nuptials.
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Wu Zetian is the only female of China who once ruled as an emperor that is mention in the
Chinese history; Wu Zetian arise to the potential at a time when a woman abide given the
relative freedom, nearby was a duration when women were no longer outstretched to lead a
dutiful life. A time when a woman in China were given the moment to bestow in areas to related
to the electioneering and cultivation. It’s because of the freedom of the women in her culture
that was able to go academy and to engage in -in electioneering which simplify her matriculation
to the court of Emperor. Wu was a transformational doyen witnessed in her actualization but
was also malevolent in the idiosyncrasy in which she tried to bring about power. Wu’s
matriculation method of her ruling is straightforward when she killed her folks to take
advantages of her position.
Wu and Cleopatra ruled in two separate cultures that of the ancient China and ancient Egypt
respectively. The Chinese and Egyptian cultures have got some concordance and discrepancy.
For precedent, the two cultures were indistinguishable in the sense that, their prudence were
based on tillage. This essay explains why both Wu and Cleopatra invigorate the development of
agricultural project during their supremacies. In addition, both Chinese and Egyptian cultures
had congenital systems of rule where Emperors and Pharaohs were scrutinizing systems as
absolute rulers.
The main areas of differentiation in Wu Zetain of China and Queen of Cleopatra of the Egyptian
is their cultures is on their religions. Some of the examples are that the ancient Egyptian religion
was pivot on divinity of its rulers while the ancient Chinese implementation ancestor worship. I
remember reading this book on Cleopatra that divulge that Cleopatra was an adroit diplomat,
naval commander ,controller , etymologist, who managed her kingdom in the face of a
deteriorating parliamentary situation and increasing the Romanist involvement. She was one of
the only women in classical archaism to be able to rule independently. Thereafter the Civil
Rights Acts of 1964, since have had many females’ rulers. It has not been uncommon to see a
female in a dominated position. But before 1964 it inhabits glower upon to see a female be a
commander. Even though it was not liked there was many womanish to be a leader.
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The pilotages qualities of Wu and Cleopatra are great connotation in the world of state-of-the-art
occupation, especially for those standardization that are headed by females’ leaders. Example
of a female leader is who can exploit effective directorship qualities who possessed by both Wu
and Cleopatra is Ellen Kullman-Dupont. If Kullman struggle to install skilled people to serve in
heterogeneous positions in the organization. In annexation, she should focal point on domicile
projects that promotes growth. Kullman must always also honor the rights of employees.
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The Empresses of Chinese Wu Zetain she live from 624 to 705 is juxtapose and
contradistinction between the Pharaoh Of Egyptians Cleopatra who lived from 69 to 30 B.C.E.;
these two women leaders had two different styles of captaincy which I enjoyed reading about
and they mutiny were similar and also respect it. Even though these womenfolk had their own
antagonistic gender roles , as well as destructiveness and machiavellian to assert but they
maintain that position very well.
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